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Abstract
How is noise in gene expression modulated? Do mechanisms of noise control impact genome organization? In yeast, the
expression of one gene can affect that of a very close neighbor. As the effect is highly regionalized, we hypothesize that
genes in different orientations will have differing degrees of coupled expression and, in turn, different noise levels.
Divergently organized gene pairs, in particular those with bidirectional promoters, have close promoters, maximizing the
likelihood that expression of one gene affects the neighbor. With more distant promoters, the same is less likely to hold for
gene pairs in nondivergent orientation. Stochastic models suggest that coupled chromatin dynamics will typically result in
low abundance-corrected noise (ACN). Transcription of noncoding RNA (ncRNA) from a bidirectional promoter, we thus
hypothesize to be a noise-reduction, expression-priming, mechanism. The hypothesis correctly predicts that protein-coding
genes with a bidirectional promoter, including those with a ncRNA partner, have lower ACN than other genes and divergent
gene pairs uniquely have correlated ACN. Moreover, as predicted, ACN increases with the distance between promoters. The
model also correctly predicts ncRNA transcripts to be often divergently transcribed from genes that a priori would be under
selection for low noise (essential genes, protein complex genes) and that the latter genes should commonly reside in
divergent orientation. Likewise, that genes with bidirectional promoters are rare subtelomerically, cluster together, and are
enriched in essential gene clusters is expected and observed. We conclude that gene orientation and transcription of ncRNAs
are candidate modulators of noise.
Key words: non, coding transcripts, bidirectional promoter, expression noise, chromatin, chromatin remodeling.
Introduction
In eukaryotic genomes, genes that are in close proximity
tend to be expressed in a similar manner (Hurst et al.
2004; Michalak 2008). These can be large clusters (circa tens
of genes), such as the clustering of highly expressed (Caron
et al. 2001) or housekeeping (Lercher et al. 2002) genes in
the human genome and clusters of coexpressed but func-
tionally unrelated genes in the Drosophila genome (Spell-
man and Rubin 2002). In many instances, however,
clusters are made up of just pairs of genes (see, e.g., Mijalski
et al. 2005). In yeast, for example, there are many more
neighboring pairs of highly co-expressed genes than ex-
pected by chance (Cho et al. 1998; Cohen et al. 2000).
In part, this coexpression of neighbors is thought to reflect
the simultaneous opening and closing of chromatin domains,
rendering all genes within a domain potentially accessible to
or hidden from transcription factors (TFs) (Raj et al. 2006).
This is supported by the finding that two transgenes inserted
in tandem have simultaneous transcriptional bursting,
whereas the same two when unlinked do not (Raj et al.
2006). Importantly, although tandem duplicates certainly un-
derpin some coexpression of neighbors in some species
(Lercher et al. 2003; Quijano et al. 2008), the high levels
of coexpression of neighboring genes in yeast, the species
we consider here, is not owing solely to tandem duplicates
nor to similarity in TF usage of neighbors (Batada, Urrutia,
et al. 2007). That the coexpression level reflects underlying
nucleosome patterns (Batada et al. 2007) is consistent with
the chromatin fluctuation hypothesis. The involvement of
chromatin dynamics in defining expression clusters in other
species is well described (Boutanaev et al. 2002; Lunyak
et al. 2002; de Wit et al. 2008).
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As might be expected were localized chromatin opening
and shutting partially responsible for enabling coexpression,
the patterns of coexpression of neighboring genes also re-
flects the proximity of the promoters of two genes. Gene
pairs can come in one of three orientations: convergent
(/)), co-oriented (// or))), or divergent ()/).
High levels of coexpression are, as expected, relatively rare
for genes in convergent orientation (Kruglyak and Tang
2000; Huynen and Snel 2003; Batada et al. 2007), their pro-
moters being the most distant. At the other extreme, when
two genes are in divergent orientation, they can share the
same promoter (i.e., a bidirectional promoter). For brevity
we refer to ‘‘bipromoter genes’’ to specify genes transcribed
from the same bidirectional promoter. In Saccharomyces cer-
evisiae, more than 60% of nonoverlapping divergent protein
coding transcripts share the same promoter region (Xu et al.
2009). Such gene pairs can be (but aren’t necessarily
[Trinklein et al. 2004]) very highly coexpressed, as observed
in yeast (Kruglyak and Tang 2000; Batada et al. 2007) and
Arabidopsis (Williams and Bowles 2004).
Through the fungi, divergent gene pairs are more con-
served in orientation than convergent gene pairs (Hurst
et al. 2002; Huynen and Snel 2003; Batada et al. 2007; Ken-
sche et al. 2008). Likewise, in mammals, bidirectional gene
organization tends to be both ancient and more conserved
(Trinklein et al. 2004; Li et al. 2006). This may reflect selection
to preserve the coexpression pattern of functionally coordi-
nated gene pairs (Hurst et al. 2002; Huynen and Snel
2003; Poyatos and Hurst 2007). However, in yeast, only
the top 2–5% of the most highly coexpressed genes pairs
show evidence of similarity in gene ontology (GO) class,
whereas the majority of neighboring gene pairs have moder-
ate coexpression scores (0.1 , r , 0.4) and no similarity in
GO class (Batada et al. 2007). Although a lack of similarity in
GO class need not prove an absence of functional coupling, it
is worth asking whether an alternative rationale for bipro-
moter architecture is imaginable. Here, we suggest that a bi-
promoter architecture will tend to reduce the noise levels of
the genes concerned, noise being the variation between ge-
netically identical cells in abundance of any given transcript or
protein (Elowitz et al. 2002; Ozbudak et al. 2002; Blake et al.
2003; Kaern et al. 2005; Raj and van Oudenaarden 2008).
The Hypothesis
In the standard model outlined above, chromatin is opened
and any gene within the open domain can be expressed if
the relevant TFs are present. In this conceptualization, the
genes don’t affect each other’s expression but, rather, are
simply passive respondents to open or closed chromatin.
Our hypothesis relies on logic importantly different to the
standard model. We consider, that on a very local scale,
the upregulation of one gene can directly affect the chro-
matin, and hence transcription, of its very close neighbor.
As bipromoter genes are as close (in terms of promoter
proximity) as is possible, this sort of transcriptional coupling
should be most profound for such genes, with nonbipro-
moter divergent genes also potentially being affected.
Mechanistically, one possibility is that, for divergent genes,
the transcription or priming for transcription by PolII loading
opens the chromatin for the focal gene; this then potentially
affects the accessibility of the neighboring gene’s promoter
to TFs, possibly by leaky chromatin opening.
Evidence for the transcription of one gene affecting the
activity of neighbors (rather than simply being correlated)
comes from analysis of the consequences of high expression
levels in humans and yeast (Ebisuya et al. 2008). Upregula-
tion of one gene causes a time-lagged increase in the ex-
pression of neighbors, sending a small ripple of
transcription away from the focal gene. In yeast, the effect
is highly localized, the ripple extending no further than 3 kb
(Ebisuya et al. 2008). This spillover is at least in part owing to
local relaxation of chromatin associated with the expression
of the focal gene, as evidenced by changes in histone mod-
ifications (Ebisuya et al. 2008). That transcription affects
chromatin status (Li et al. 2007) is similarly consistent with
the above hypothesis.
Given this possibility, we suggest that a bipromoter gene
pair can act almost as a block of self-reinforcing open chro-
matin, enabling expression when expression is needed. Such
gene pairs should be low-noise genes, as they will be poised
for expression when the relevant TFs appear and be much
less prone to transcriptional bursting caused by stochastic
opening and closing of chromatin (fig. 1). This is consistent
with the finding that expression of an antisense transcript in
the intergenic space near PHO5 in yeast can boost expres-
sion of the protein transcript on the opposite strand owing
to the effects of chromatin status and promoter remodeling
(Uhler et al. 2007).
Assuming that coexpression dynamics of divergent genes
are mediated in part through chromatin dynamics, then
a coupling between gene orientation and noise accords with
the finding that the central determinants of noise are chro-
matin control factors (Newman et al. 2006). Moreover, as
expected, if genomic domains differ in the extent to which
chromatin is open, noise of a transgene is dependent on the
insertion site (Becskei et al. 2005). The notion that shared
chromatin domains can modulate noise levels, has led to
the suggestion that the genomic distribution of essential
genes and chromatin control should coevolve, such that es-
sential genes (by definition those sensitive to reductions in
dose) end up clustered into domains with largely open chro-
matin, thereby ensuring low noise and expression when ex-
pression is needed (Batada and Hurst 2007). Our hypothesis
is an extension, on a microscale, of similar logic.
Below we start by providing a simulation and analysis of
a toy model to ask whether the logic described above is vi-
able. We then test predictions of the hypothesis. Impor-
tantly, the hypothesis correctly predicts variation in noise
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levels as a function of gene orientation and distance be-
tween genes. It also correctly predicts which classes of gene
should be disproportionately associated with which orienta-
tion and where in the genome they might be found. Perhaps
most importantly, the hypothesis provides a functional ex-
planation for the occurrence of noncoding RNA (ncRNA)
driven off bidirectional promoters that is consistent with ob-
servation. We additionally show that the alternative hypoth-
esis, that such ncRNA reflects spurious transcription, is
inconsistent with observed data.
Materials and Methods
Data set
All yeast (S. cerevisiae) transcripts as observed by tiling ar-
rays under three conditions (YPE, YPD, and YPGal) and
their genomic coordinates were obtained from Xu et al.
(2009). Two transcripts were considered as bipromoter
transcripts if they share the same 5# nucleosome free re-
gion (NFR), where NFR was defined as a nucleosome de-
plete region 80 bp, according to Xu et al. (2009).
These transcripts were defined as divergent ()/), con-
vergent (/)), or cooriented (// or))) by their co-
ordinates in the genome. Essential genes in rich media
were downloaded from the Web site of the Saccharomyces
Genome Deletion Project (http://www-sequence.stanfor-
d.edu/group/yeast_deletion_project/deletions3.html).
Both the yeast gene order (Version 2) and genome anno-
tation information were taken from http://wolfe.gen.tc-
d.ie/ygob/. For more than 2,000 proteins, expression
noise data in rich media were obtained from Newman
et al. (2006). We used the distance to median noise level
(DM_YEPD) in our analysis to get rid of the confounding
influence of protein abundance. Genes whose promoter
contains a TATA-box were derived from a large TATA-
box gene enquiry experiment (Basehoar et al. 2004). Co-
don usage bias (FOP) was obtained from Drummond
et al. (2006). The relationships between TFs and their tar-
get genes were derived from the yeast transcriptional reg-
ulatory network (Balaji et al. 2006). In total, 12,873
regulatory interactions were indentified in this network.
Stress-related genes and growth-related genes were ob-
tained from Wapinski et al. (2007) and coexpression level
of adjacent gene pairs as previously reported (Batada et al.
2007). Haploinsufficent genes were taken from Deutsch-
bauer et al. (2005), and genes with type I and type II pro-
moters were obtained from Field et al. (2008). About 431
type I genes and 565 type II genes were included in our
analysis. Protein complexes were gained from Wang
et al. (2009).
Data Analysis
Transcripts that share the same 5# NFR were described in
Xu et al. (2009). The noise of each protein measured by
Newman et al. (2006) was used to represent the noise
of the transcript. In the comparison of the noise of proteins
derived from divergent transcripts to the noise of proteins
without divergent transcripts, transcripts with complex an-
notations were excluded (e.g., the annotation ‘‘other,’’
which means the transcript contains multiple open reading
frames or is a mixture of noncoding and coding parts). In
the calculation of the correlation between noise levels of
protein pairs, transcripts that contain multiple annotation
features, which means the transcript contains multiple
open reading frames or is a mixture of noncoding and cod-
ing parts were excluded. In the calculation of the correla-
tion between noise level and the distance between
transcription start sites (TSSs), we used the mean noise
level of the two proteins if the noise of both proteins
had been measured. If one gene transcript shares its pro-
moter with a noncoding transcript, the noise of this gene
was chosen to represent the noise of the two transcripts in
the calculation. We used the lawstat package in R to per-
form the Brunner–Munzel (B-M) test (Brunner and Munzel
2000; Hui et al. 2008).
FIG. 1.—A simplified representation of the effect of bipromoter
architecture on expression priming and noise. Consider a bipromoter
architecture (A) or unidirectional architecture (B). With the bipromoter
architecture, a transcript (red, with red TF and red gene) is made (stage
1). This keeps the chromatin open so that should the TF (black circle) for
the gene on the opposite strand (black) become available transcription
can occur (stage 2). This in turn makes it more likely that a TF for the red
gene can have access should it appear (stage 3). This predisposes to
avoidance of randomly spaced (in time) transcriptional bursting.
Moreover, constant expression, for example, of a small ncRNA (red)
(repetition of stage 1 or polymerase pausing) will prime the focal gene
(black) for expression when expression is needed, assuming no
interference between the two sets of TFs. By contrast, with unidirec-
tional promoters (B), the promoter can be trapped in closed chromatin
(shown as parentheses). When the relevant TF appears (stage 2)
expression is hence not possible but instead must wait for the chromatin
to open (stage 3). With random shutting of chromatin after expression
(return to stage 1), bursting of gene expression is expected and hence
typically high noise.
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Randomization Test of the Correlation between
Noise Levels of Gene Pairs
Our model predicts that the expression noises of two diver-
gent genes should be positively correlated due to the shared
chromatin regulation, as chromatin regulation processes are
responsible for much of the expression noise in yeast (Choi
and Kim 2008, 2009). To check if there is a positive corre-
lation between expression noise in divergent, convergent
and cooriented gene pairs, and to obtain the significance
level of any such correlation, we employed a randomization
procedure. In this, we extract the noise level for each pro-
tein, orient the gene pairs by their strand location for diver-
gent and convergent gene pairs, by their transcription order
for cooriented gene pairs, calculate the spearman correla-
tion level for this data, randomize one column of genes
10,000 times, and determine the correlation for each.
The significance level of the observed correlation is (m þ
1)/10,001, where m is the rank of the true correlation com-
pared against the randomizations.
Randomization Test to Determine Whether Essen-
tial–Essential Gene Pairs Are More Likely to be
Divergent Gene Pairs
The S. cerevisiae gene order was taken from the Yeast Gene
Order Browser (http://wolfe.gen.tcd.ie/ygob/), Version 2.
The procedure is as follows: 1) count the number of diver-
gent essential gene pairs in the S. cerevisiae genome, 2) ran-
domize the position of essential genes in each chromosome
1,000 times and calculate the number of divergent essential
gene pairs for each, 3) the significance level of this number is
(mþ 1)/1,001, wherem is the rank of the true number com-
pared with the randomizations.
Method to Test the Density of Essential Genes in
the Neighborhood of Different Gene Types
To calculate the density of essential genes surrounding es-
sential bipromoter genes and essential nonbipromoter
genes, a ±5 gene window was used to scan the yeast chro-
mosomes (the S. cerevisiae gene order we used is from
http://wolfe.gen.tcd.ie/ygob/, as described above). To avoid
biases caused by the fact that essential genes tend to be in
divergent gene pairs, the direct (þ1 and1) gene neighbors
were excluded from the scan.
Results
Why Close Promoters Should Be Associated with
Low Noise: Toy Model Simulation and Analysis
To consider our hypothesis more fully, we examine by simula-
tion an extension of a standard telegraph model (i.e., chroma-
tin is either open or shut), in which genes have some degree of
coupling between them, measured by an independence pa-
rameter, i. For low values of i (i.e., dependent/coupled genes),
expression of one gene is likely to affect the chromatin status
of the other. There are two not mutually exclusive ways by
which transcription of one gene might mediate such effects:
either by reducing the probability that chromatin of the other
promoter will shut, if open, or by increasing the probability of
the chromatin opening if shut. We model both independently
and consider a third model combining both.
Results from these simulations (see supplementary model
1; supplementary figs. 1–3, Supplementary Material online)
confirm the expectation that coupled (low i) genes should
generally be low-noise genes. For representative examples,
see figure 2. Empirically, much of the between-gene varia-
tion in noise is accounted for by expression level, there
being lower noise for more highly expressed genes (Raser
and O’Shea 2004; Bar-Even et al. 2006; Newman et al.
2006; Yin et al. 2009). Even controlling for this, using an
abundance-corrected noise (ACN) measure, there remains,
however, much variation (Bar-Even et al. 2006; Newman
et al. 2006). Our simulations also report that effects on noise
of the coupling between neighboring genes has both dos-
age-dependent and, importantly, dosage-independent
components (supplementary model 1.2; supplementary
figs. 4 and 5, Supplementary Material online), that is, that
the effects aren’t simply a consequence of open chromatin,
leading to higher expression, leading to lower noise (cf.
Cook et al. 1998). We have further confirmed this through
analytically solving a simpler Markov chain model (supple-
mentary analysis 1, Supplementary Material online) and
demonstrated that coupling between genes will typically re-
duce noise strength, an abundance-independent metric
(Ozbudak et al. 2002) (supplementary fig. 6, Supplementary
Material online). Simulations also reveal noise strength to be
affected by coupling in the more complex simulation models
(fig. 2; supplementary figs. 1.1, 2.1, 3.1, Supplementary
Material online).
Predictions
Merging the results of the general model with known biol-
ogy, we can then make a series of predictions. As transcrip-
tional spillover is stronger the closer two genes are (Ebisuya
et al. 2008), we presume that bipromoter genes are the
most strongly coupled, followed more generally by those
in bidirectional orientation. More generally, we presume
that interpromoter distance correlates positively with i. If
so, we expect that bipromoter pairs will have relatively
low ACN levels. Furthermore, as the transcriptional ripple
effects are very local in yeast, we expect for bidirectional
genes, both that the distance between their promoters
should correlate with noise levels (high noise for distant pro-
moters) and that genes within a pair should show correlated
noise levels (supplementary model 1.3, Supplementary Ma-
terial online). Given that prior analysis suggests that gene
proximity is a predictor of noise levels (Newman et al.
2006), this hypothesis is worthy of further scrutiny.
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Our hypothesis suggests a possible explanation for the
transcription of short ncRNAs in proximity to genes, as ob-
served in multiple taxa, yeast included. For example, map-
ping millions of short RNA reads generated from murine
cells has revealed abundant short TSS–associated RNAs,
many of which are antisense transcripts (Seila et al.
2008). Likewise in humans, depletion of the exonucleolytic
RNA exosome reveals lots of highly unstable RNAs of pro-
moter upstream transcripts (Preker et al. 2008). Similar RNAs
are reported in chicken andDrosophila (Taft et al. 2009). Our
hypothesis proposes that a protein-coding gene partnered
with a ncRNA, driven off the same bidirectional promoter
but from the opposite strand, will have low ACN, as the
ncRNA poises the protein-coding gene ready for transcrip-
tion, resisting stochastic chromatin shutting. This presents
a functional and testable explanation for the transcription
of ncRNA that is different from the null of spurious transcrip-
tion (Brosius 2005). Pairs of ncRNAs separated by a bidirec-
tional promoter are also possible (Yang et al. 2007) but, for
want of data, are not considered.
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FIG. 2.—The relationship between the independence between two neighboring genes and various noise and coexpression parameters for nine
values of pc (the probability of chromatin closing if open) and po (the probability of chromatin opening if closed) in simulations under the mixed model.
Data: transcriptional noise, blue; protein noise, red; strength of protein noise, orange; coexpression, green; chromatin fluctuation, black; proportion of
time chromatin open, gray. Other parameter values: N 5 100, pt 5 0.9, pd 5 0.7. Noise strength is normalized to the highest value in any given plot so
that the maximum value is unity.
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We can also predict which sorts of genes might be in
which pairwise architectures. Genes whose knockouts are
not viable (‘‘essential’’ genes) are those for which decreases
in dose have, by definition, major fitness consequences. A
priori they are thus expected to be under selection for low
noise (Fraser et al. 2004), which is indeed observed (Fraser
et al. 2004; Batada and Hurst 2007); as expected, haploin-
sufficient genes have yet lower noise levels (Batada and
Hurst 2007). That essential genes tend to be highly
expressed explains in part their low noise but even control-
ling for this they are ‘‘quiet’’ (Newman et al. 2006; Batada
and Hurst 2007). Many features of essential genes can be
explained as selection for low noise. For example, and coun-
terintuitively for highly expressed genes, the mRNAs have
short half lives (Pal et al. 2001), a feature that suppresses
noise (Fraser et al. 2004). They tend not to be TATA con-
trolled (a high-noise promoter) and reside clustered in geno-
mic low noise/open chromatin domains (Batada and Hurst
2007). Experimental demonstration that essential genes are
under selection for low noise (e.g., by showing decreased
fitness owing to induced high noise of a usually low-noise
essential gene) is, however, currently lacking (Raj and van
Oudenaarden 2008). Assuming essential genes to be under
selection for low noise, we expect them to adopt
bipromoter architecture more commonly than expected
by chance.
Similarly, genes whose proteins function in a complex are
expected to have low noise (Fraser et al. 2004), as coordi-
nated expression is likely to be important (Papp et al. 2003;
Fraser et al. 2004). By contrast stress–response genes are
thought to be under selection for high noise (Blake et al.
2006; Lopez-Maury et al. 2008) and should thus, in our hy-
pothesis, avoid bipromoter architecture. Yeast subtelomeric
domains are high-noise domains, so we also expect these to
be depauperate in bipromoter genes and in ncRNAs driven
off bipromoters. We test all these predictions and show
them to be upheld and not explained by correlation to
known covariates. We also consider whether modification
of noise may be a more important determinant of gene ori-
entation than coexpression. Several tests suggest this may
indeed be the case.
Empirical Evidence
Evidence That Bipromoter Transcribed Genes Have
Low Expression Noise. We tested the hypothesis that bi-
promoter protein-coding genes have low protein noise with
the help of recently published yeast whole-genome tran-
scription data (Xu et al. 2009) to define gene orientation
and presence of ncRNA. This we cross-referenced with
high-resolution noise data for yeast grown on rich media,
provided for over 2,000 protein-coding genes specified by
Newman et al. (2006). In all, we analyzed 7,272 well-iden-
tified transcripts, of which 1,772 are noncoding transcripts
(stable unannotated transcripts and cryptic unstable tran-
scripts [cryptic unstable transcripts {CUTs}]). Among bidirec-
tional transcripts with a mapped 5# NFR, 61% of the
unannotated transcripts and 48% of the protein-coding
transcripts initiated bidirectionally from shared 5# NFRs
rather than initiating from their own promoters (Xu et al.
2009).
As we are not interested in the hypothesis that bipro-
moter architecture might modify noise through modifica-
tion of abundance, we restrict analysis to ACN measures,
as defined by Newman et al. (2006). We also repeated
the analysis using residuals from a loess regression of noise
against abundance and find no important differences (data
not shown). Here after, when we refer to noise, we refer to
ACN.
After removing the confounding transcript types (5# NFR
tandem transcript, 3# NFR antisense transcript, and 3# NFR
tandem transcript) annotated by Xu et al. (2009), we find
that protein-coding genes with a bipromoter structure, shar-
ing their 5# NFR either with a coding gene or with a noncod-
ing gene, show significantly lower noise than the genes that
do not have a bipromoter transcript structure (mean noise of
bipromoter genes 5 0.33 ± 0.11; of all nonbipromoter
genes: 1.76 ± 0.15; B-M test P5 4.1  1013, fig. 3). More
generally, divergent genes (regardless of their NFR) have
lower noise than those in alternative configurations (noise
of nondivergent genes 5 1.50 ± 0.18, mean noise of diver-
gent genes5 0.88± 0.12, B-M test P5 0.0077). Consistent
with the notion that divergently oriented genes are excep-
tional, convergent genes and cooriented genes have the
same noise level (P 5 0.68, B-M test). The above results
are not explained by skewed TF usage or TATA control (sup-
plementary results 1, Supplementary Material online). As ex-
pected, permanently open nucleosome architectures (type II
promoters) do not show lower noise for bipromoter pairs
(supplementary results 2, Supplementary Material online).
FIG. 3.—Genes that share a promoter (5# NFR) with either
a noncoding transcript or coding transcript (ORF) show lower
abundance-corrected expression noise than genes without any bipro-
moter transcript. Number of genes that have noise value in each
category: With noncoding: 216; with ORF: 537; other (genes that do
not share 5# NFR with other transcripts): 1,072. Box width indicates
sample sizes. For the distribution of the data, see supplementary figure 8
(Supplementary Material online).
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As expected, we find that bipromoter protein-coding
genes have low noise both when they are partnered with
a protein-coding gene (P 5 5.0  1014 compared with
all other genes; B-M test), and when the partner is a ncRNA
(P 5 0.0030, fig. 3). Also as predicted, we find a significant
correlation of the noise of two divergent transcripts but not
for either convergent or cooriented gene pairs (supplemen-
tary results 3, Supplementary Material online). The mean
noise level of the transcripts in divergent gene pairs is, as
predicted, correlated with the distance between TSSs, a cor-
relation not seen for convergent and cooriented pairs
(Spearman rank correlation for divergent pairs r 5
0.0936, P 5 0.0055; for convergent pairs r 5 0.0194,
P 5 0.49; for cooriented pairs r 5 0.0282, P 5 0.29;
fig. 4). It may be the case also that for the most close diver-
gent transcripts (less than 100 bp apart), noise is relatively
high (fig. 4a). This suggests the possibility of some form of
interference between sense and antisense transcription not
considered in the toy models that we presented.
Is Noise More Important than Coexpression?. Clas-
sically, bipromoter genes are thought to be coexpressed
genes. Indeed, in simulations, we find that coexpression
is higher when genes are coupled (r50.86). In this regards
too, our simulations are thus broadly consistent with obser-
vation. But can we then be confident that the function of
bipromoter architecture is ever to reduce noise rather than
to increase coexpression levels? The most highly coex-
pressed 2–5% of gene pairs tend to belong to the same
functional class, are preserved as a pair over evolutionary
time, and are enriched in divergent orientation (Batada
et al. 2007). For these, coexpression is likely to be function-
ally relevant. However, several findings support the propo-
sition that noise modification is relevant.
First, for observed data, there is no significant correlation
between coexpression level and mean noise, neither for di-
vergent gene pairs (r 5 0.064, P 5 0.424), convergent
gene pairs (r 5 0.1038, P 5 0.152), nor cooriented gene
pairs (r50.0672, P5 0.257). This suggests that low noise
is not de facto a consequence of high coexpression (or vice
versa). We do, nonetheless and as expected, find higher co-
expression rates for divergent gene pairs (supplementary re-
sults 4, Supplementary Material online). Note too that in
theory, when closure and opening rates are high we can re-
cover negative coexpression scores for moderate levels of
independence (supplementary fig. 7a and b, Supplementary
Material online). The model is thus potentially compatible
with a low but significant number of bipromoter pairs hav-
ing negative coexpression, as observed in humans (Trinklein
et al. 2004), without compromising low noise.
Second, we can consider a special class of ncRNA, these
being cyptic unstable transcripts, CUTs. These are transcripts
which, as their name suggests, are degraded as soon as they
are produced (Neil et al. 2009). Unlike, for example, proteins
in the same protein complex, there can thus be no advan-
tage to coexpression per se, as copresence of the two prod-
ucts of transcription (a CUT and a protein) from the same
bipromoter is possible only for a vanishingly small time if
at all. Importantly then, we find that protein-coding genes
partnered with CUTs through a bidirectional promoter have
lower noise than other genes (P 5 0.012) but no different
from that of protein-coding genes partnered with protein-
coding genes in a bipromoter architecture (P . 0.05). For
these proteins, noise modification, or priming for expres-
sion, by the transcription of the CUT is more likely to be
the focus of any selection.
A third line of evidence derives from examination of
genes where a priori, we might know the fellow genes with
which they might benefit from being coexpressed. The best
candidates in this regard are proteins that belong to the
same protein complex, that do indeed have high coexpres-
sion scores with fellow members (supplementary results 5,
Supplementary Material online), as commonly observed
(e.g., Papp et al. 2003; Fraser et al. 2004). Given the need
for transcription when transcription is needed, as expected,
complex-associated genes also have low noise (P 5 7.3 
107 B-M Test) as previously observed (Fraser et al.
2004). We are unaware that anyone has previously reported
that, as we predict, genes specifying proteins in a complex
tend to have bipromoter architecture more than expected
by chance (P , 2.2  1016, Fisher’s Exact Test), this being
true after control for essentiality (P , 2.2  1016, Fisher’s
Exact Test). Importantly, although complex related genes
both have low noise and are found more commonly in bi-
promoter architecture than expected by chance, we find no
cases where two genes specifying proteins in the same com-
plex are located in the same bipromoter pair. The bipro-
moter architecture thus does not drive the coexpression
with the interacting protein but can drive the low noise.
Low Noise of Bipromoter Genes Predicts Gene and
Genome Anatomy. Above we showed that genes whose
protein products function in a complex tend to have a bipro-
moter architecture more than expected by chance. Assum-
ing that bipromoter architecture promotes low noise, as
model and evidence supports, can we predict which other
sorts of genes might prefer or avoid such an orientation?
Similarly, as noise levels vary around the genome, can we
understand variation in the distribution of different gene
pair architectures?
Essential Genes Tend to be Low Noise with
Bipromoter Architecture, Whereas the Opposite Is
Seen for Stress Response Genes. As predicted, essen-
tial genes are in bipromoter and divergent architecture more
than expected by chance. Of 6,600 protein-coding genes in
yeast, 2,627 are divergent with a partner protein-coding
gene. Of these, 537 (20.4%) are essential, whereas only
577 (14.5%) of the 3,973 nondivergent genes are essential.
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There is thus enrichment of essential genes in the divergent
class (P 5 4.9  1010, Fisher’s Exact test). There is a corre-
sponding enrichment of essential genes in gene pairs with
bipromoter architecture. Of 2,111 genes in bipromoter or-
ganization, 22% are essential, whereas only 649 of 4,489
(14.4%) nonbipromoter genes are essential (P 5 5.9 
1013, Fisher’s Exact test). An analogous excess in divergent
orientation has recently been reported in Drosophila (Yang
and Yu 2009). Moreover, we see more bidirectional pairs of
two essentials genes than expected by chance: there are 79
bidirectional essential gene pairs in yeast, this being more
than ever found in 1,000 gene order randomizations (P
, 0.001). Also as expected, haploinsufficent genes tend
to be in bipromoter architecture more than expected
(41% are bipromoter vs. 31% of all nonhaploinsufficient
genes; P 5 0.005).
For stress-related genes we see, as expected, the opposite
pattern. Although those that are bipromoter have lower
noise than stress-related genes in different configurations
(mean noise for bipromoter stress genes: 1.59 ± 0.30, for
nonbipromoter stress genes 3.63 ± 0.27, P 5 1.6 
108, B-M test), stress-related genes tend to avoid having
a bipromoter architecture. Only 509 (24.1%) bipromoter
genes are stress related, whereas 1,525 (34.0%) of the non-
bipromoter genes are stress related (Fisher’s Exact test, P 5
2.7 1016). Similarly, stress genes tend not to be in diver-
gent orientation (28% divergent, 32.5% nondivergent; P5
0.00024, Fisher’s Exact test).
Furthermore, if ncRNA is a mechanism of noise reduction,
of the essential genes that are not bipromoter with another
protein-coding gene, we expect to see more cases of anti-
sense ncRNA associated with such genes than expected by
chance. This we observe. Of 309 genes with an antisense
CUT, 65 (21%) are essential genes, whereas only 624
(14.1%) of 4,441 genes without an antisense CUT are es-
sential (P 5 0.0014, Fisher’s Exact test).
If there are peculiar features of essential genes (e.g., short
half-life, low usage of optimal codons), can we exclude the
possibility that bipromoter genes have low noise just be-
cause of this enrichment for essential genes? Mean noise
level of the 1,646 nonessential bipromoter genes is signif-
icantly lower than other nonessential genes (0.43 ± 0.12
vs. 1.83 ± 0.15, P5 5.5  1012 in B-M test). This indicates
that dispensability alone cannot account for the trends seen.
That nonessential genes with bipromoter control have lower
expression noise than essential genes (in all orientations) (P
5 0.035) further suggests that dispensability cannot alone
account for the low noise of bipromoter genes.







































































































FIG. 4.—The relationship between the distance between TSSs and
the mean noise level of the two genes as a function of gene orientation:
(A) Divergent, (B) Cooriented, (C) Convergent. In each case, the data are
split into bins with equal numbers in each bin, for a given orientation.
Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. Only for the divergent
genes is there a significant correlation between distance and noise.
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There must, however, be alternative methods to modu-
late noise. Notably, we find that the mean noise of bipro-
moter essential genes (with either an ncRNA or a protein-
coding gene partner) is not significantly lower than the noise
of nonbipromoter essential genes (0.18 ± 0.22 vs. 0.22 ±
0.26, P 5 0.82 in B-M test; 0.03 ± 0.20 vs. 0.29 ± 0.30,
P5 0.76 after removing type II genes). These results are then
consistent with bipromoter architecture being a means to
reduce noise, but, unsurprisingly, not the only mechanism.
What the other mechanisms might be is not immediately
transparent. For example, although essential genes have
a shorter mRNA half-life than nonessential genes (P 5
2.8  1016, B-M test), the mean mRNA half-life for bipro-
moter essential genes is no different to that of nonbipro-
moter essential genes (16.65 vs. 16.91, respectively: P 5
0.25, B-M test). Increased usage of codons that specify
abundant tRNAs is expected to enable fast translation
and be associated with high noise. As expected, there is
a positive correlation between the frequency of optimal co-
don usage (FOP) and expression noise in yeast (r 5 0.107,
P 5 4.6  1007, Spearman’s rank correlation). However,
FOP of bipromoter essential genes does not differ from that
of either essential nonbipromoter genes or essential nondi-
vergent genes (P 5 0.16 and 0.63, respectively, B-M tests).
Bipromoter Gene Pairs and CUTs Are Rare in Noisy
Subtelomeric Domains. Does the fact that bipromoter gene
pairs have low noise affect not only which sort of genes are
found in this architecture but also where on chromosomes
they are found? Previously, it was reported that essential
genes and nonessential genes flanked by a high density
of essential genes tend to have low noise (Batada and Hurst
2007). Could it be that nonbipromoter essential genes tend
to reside in essential gene clusters, thus giving them low
noise? Alternatively, might genes requiring low noise not
only adopt bipromoter architecture but also aggregate into
low-noise chromosomal domains?
Ignoring genesþ1 and1 from a focal essential gene (di-
rect neighbors) and then asking about the number of essen-
tial genes in the flanking five genes on either side, we find
that both bipromoter essential genes (P 5 0.022) and bipro-
moter nonessential genes (P 5 0.018) have more essential
genes in their vicinity than expected by chance (table 1). Thus,
bipromoter genes tend to be enriched in the vicinity of essen-
tial gene clusters, these having unusually low-noise levels
(Batada and Hurst 2007). Clustering of bipromoter genes
doesn’t, however, fully account for the low noise of genes
in such domains. Examining nonbipromoter genes, those in
essential gene clusters have lower noise than those not in
clusters (P5 0.0007; controlling for essentiality, P5 0.01).
Yeast subtelomeric domains are high-noise domains and
are depauperate in essential genes (Batada and Hurst 2007).
From the logic that bipromoter architecture is a genomic de-
vice to minimize noise, we might expect that genes found in
subtelomeric domains should be favored to be high-noise
genes and hence not in a bipromoter architecture. In sub-
telomeric domains (20 kb from chromosome ends), 28 of
324 gene pairs (8.6%) are bipromoter; conversely, 2,083
of 6,276 (33%) nonsubtelomerics are bipromoter (P ,
2.2 1016, Fisher’s Exact test). However, as essential genes
tend to be bipromoter and avoid subtelomeric domains, we
may be seeing nothing more than the biased distribution of
essential genes. Considering only nonessential genes, we
see the same bias (8% subtelomeric nonessential genes
in bipromoter architecture vs. 31% nonsubtelomeric, P ,
2.2 1016, Fisher’s Exact test). We similarly find that bipro-
moter CUT-associated genes are rare subtelomerically (1.2%
subtelomeric genes have a bipromoter CUT compared with
4.8% otherwise, P 5 0.001 Fisher’s Exact test; controlling
for essentiality of the neighbor, P 5 0.006). The high noise
of subtelomeric genes and the avoidance of subtelomeric
domains by bipromoter genes cannot explain the low noise
of bipromoter genes, as they have low noise even compared
with genes that are not subtelomeric (P , 1011).
Discussion
We hypothesize that as transcription of one gene increases
the probability of a neighbor being amenable to tran-
scription, low noise of both is commonly expected. The
promoters of divergent gene pairs, bipromoter gene pairs
in particular, are very close. This maximizes the probability
of chromatin nonindependence between the genes, and
divergently transcribed genes are thus expected to be
low-noise genes, even allowing for any effect of protein
abundance. This model has striking predictive ability. As pre-
dicted, bipromoter genes are indeed low noise, and the
noise is modulated by intergene distance and correlated
across pairs. The model can predict biases both in which
genes are or are not in bipromoter architecture (essential/
complex genes and stress response genes, respectively)
and which classes of gene should be more likely to have
ncRNA in bipromoter architecture. Indeed, that our model
can predict noise levels and skew in gene type associated
with CUTs strengthens the view that noise control, inde-
pendent of coexpression modulation, is a possible focus
of selection. The model also predicts that bipromoter pairs
should be rare subtelomerically as observed, such domains
being high-noise domains.
Table 1
The Density of Essential Genes among the Ten Genes Flanking Focal
Genes
Bipromoter Not Bipromoter P Value
Essential 0.212 ± 0.006 0.195 ± 0.005 0.022
Not essential 0.188 ± 0.003 0.180 ± 0.003 0.018
P value 0.00089 0.010
NOTE.—Here, we ignore genes þ1 and 1 of a focal gene (direct neighbors).
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Although the low noise associated with ncRNA is consis-
tent with our model, can we exclude a simple null that en-
visages ncRNAs as spurious transcripts, a consequence of
illegitimate TF activity in open chromatin (Brosius 2005)?
This model most obviously predicts that ncRNA should be
associated with highly expressed genes, these being in open
chromatin. ncRNA is indeed associated with high expression
levels (P 5 0.00005). To be consistent with this result, note,
the null makes the same presumption as our model, namely
that the expression of one gene increases the likelihood for
the expression of another very close by. The difference is that
our model suggests that the expression of the ncRNA in bi-
directional orientation enables priming for transcription of
the protein-coding partner. Several results suggest that
the null to be an incomplete explanation.
First, our model also predicts that ncRNA should be asso-
ciated with high-expression levels. One component of this is
because we expect ncRNA to be disproportionately associ-
ated with essential genes, and essential genes tend to have
high-expression levels. By contrast, the null predicts ncRNA
should be associated with high-expression levels regardless
of dispensability. That nonessential genes associated with
CUTs do not have higher expression levels than nonessential
genes not associated with CUTs (P 5 0.33) thus argues
against the null. Second, that ncRNA from bipromoters is
associated with low values of ACN of the partner pro-
tein-coding gene, indicates that abundance of the product
is not per se the sole determinant of ncRNA presence/ab-
sence. Third, if spurious transcripts are simply a side conse-
quence of neighboring gene expression, the properties of
genes associated with ncRNA should not vary as regards
their orientation to the neighbor. However, proteins with
a cooriented ncRNA have higher expression noise than pro-
teins with a ncRNA derived from a bidirectional promoter
(bipromoter with ncRNA noise 5 0.65, cooriented with
ncRNA noise5 2.07, P5 0.036; B-M test) and higher noise
levels than protein-coding genes which have a same strand
protein-coding gene neighbor (P 5 0.026). This difference,
owing to the orientation, cannot be accounted for in terms
of abundance differences as, not only is our noise measure
abundance-corrected but also protein abundance of genes
with an ncRNA is not a function of orientation (P 5 0.9). Fi-
nally, our model predicts an excess of ncRNA associated with
essential genes, which is both observed and cannot be ac-
counted for solely by covariance with abundance (P 5
0.018). That genes with cooriented ncRNA have higher
ACN suggests that such ncRNAs may be a means to increase
expression noise, a possibility we will not examine further.
These results suggest that gene orientation could be an
important feature in the control of noise. They also suggest
that, as with transcription at SER3 (Martens et al. 2004), it is
the process of transcription, or priming for transcription,
rather than the product of transcription, that can be impor-
tant. Although the CUTassociated with SER3 (a sense ncRNA)
is associated with control of the expression of the down-
stream gene, our results suggest that transcription from
the opposing strand is an effective mechanism for priming
a focal sense strand gene for expression and hence for reduc-
tion in noise. The CUT transcript may well be unwanted, but it
doesn’t follow that the making of the transcript is without
functional relevance. This is also supported by the observation
that upstream RNA PolII transcripts usually cannot be elon-
gated effectively (Core et al. 2008; Seila et al. 2009). We
might then also wonder how much expression in protein-
coding genes from bidirectional promoters is to enable noise
control rather than produce the protein product itself. Such
a hypothesis could explain why many relatively highly coex-
pressed neighbors (0.4. r. 0.1) in yeast have no functional
(GO class) similarity (Batada et al. 2007).
These findings complement recent evidence that a sub-
stantial component of selection on gene arrangement
within genomes may well be to modulate noise levels. In
yeast, the clustering of essential genes may be also owing
to such selection (see also Keller and Knop 2009). In bacteria
colinearity, the tendency for genes to appear in the same
order in the operon as the proteins are needed in a temporal
fashion, appears also best explained by the consequences of
selection on noise (Kovacs et al. 2009; Lovdok et al. 2009).
Whether noise modulation mediated by changes in gene or-
der/orientation is relevant in less compact genomes, such as
those of mammals, is unknown.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary figures 1–8, models, and results are avail-
able at Genome Biology and Evolution online (http://gbe
.oxfordjournals.org/).
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